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Early Ceramic Florescence Migrations into the Antilles
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America. A sprawling, forested Orinochian floodplain
traversed by myriad tributaries had now given way
to the wide Caribbean Sea dotted by forested islands,
volcanoes, sandbars, and coral reefs. While paddling
on the great Orinoco and Atlantic coasts might have
prepared them somewhat for voyages on the open
sea, alluvial valleys and temporary islands created by
yearly river floods hardly presaged the permanent,
stony, often-precipitous Antilles. In these islands, a
small pioneer population might have had no need for
the complex social divisions of the mainland. In the
maritime environment, daily rituals were modified in
response to new resources and unavailable ones. New
foods and flavors came from the cooking fire, syllables changed shape or fell off words as new ones were
added, and entirely new words were coined for new
phenomena. Characters in traditional narratives also
changed, perhaps reversing their roles, slowly transforming into others or falling out of stories entirely.
New heroes and antagonists took their places in an
emergent narrative tradition, peopled by a vibrant new
pantheon. Of course, new ideas required a new symbolic language for chanted legend and fashioned image
alike, both becoming depositories of these emergent
ideas.
Who were these people before they left the Orinoco? Why did they leave? And who did they become
thereafter? The forces that drove their migration out of
ancient Venezuela have been for many years a matter
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In the last centuries before the dawn of the Common
Era, intrepid South Americans piled into their dugout
canoes and, as they were already master canoeists of
the mighty Orinoco River and the coastal surf of the
Atlantic, went on to become master farers of the open
Caribbean Sea. They had loaded their baskets, pottery
and tools, children and pets, seeds, joints of manioc
for later planting, and bound animals for later eating
and set out for a new life. On their journeys, island
after island appeared on the horizon. As they advanced
through these islands, occasionally some set up camp,
others settled, and many others moved on. In a few
years, they sped across the archipelago that bridges the
large islands of Trinidad and Puerto Rico, effectively
establishing the boundaries of a new territory (maps 1.1
and 1.2). In less than a thousand years they and those
who followed them had looped back and forth among
the smaller islands, exploring them further and settling them, while others may have moved on farther
into the largest islands of the Antilles: Hispaniola and
Jamaica, perhaps Cuba.1 Disparate island communities
kept in contact. They would have sometimes encountered each other on fishing expeditions and visited
each other for commerce, marriage, and other ceremonies. Some communities also maintained contact with
relatives in South America despite increasing cultural
differences.2
These Antilles were a different world from what
the explorers had left behind in northeastern South
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Map 1.1. Antilles and surrounding areas, showing current nations. Data from Rand McNally News Atlas (Skokie, IL: Rand
McNally, 1990), 56–57.
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of scholarly conjecture. Were these ancient explorers
also refugees, exiles, or outcasts? Did they leave as a
result of dwindling physical resources or something
more intellectual—perhaps some political or religious
upheaval? Were the very first pioneers one branch of
a clan, polity, or moiety chased out by another who
sought to replace them? Or did other groups expanding into their territory push them out? Compelling
new evidence from a number of disciplines proposes
to address some of these questions, at least partially,
but the evidence is neither simple nor singular in its interpretations. The visual culture of these pioneers also
presents evidence that approaches some of these questions and corroborates findings from some ethnologists, linguists, and archaeologists working in northern
South America and the Caribbean. A picture is emerging of a people born in the Antilles from a unique combination of tradition, choice, migration, environment,
and imagination.

a brief introduction to the peoples
of the pre-columbian antilles
The history of human settlement in the Antilles does
not begin with explorers of the fifth century BCE.
Archaeological evidence found at points along the
Caribbean archipelago indicates that pre-Columbian
migrations in the region took place in several waves
over many millennia. The earliest known migrations
were far in prehistory, spanning thousands of years.
Beginning as far back as the fifth or sixth millennium
BCE, small numbers of Paleo-Indian hunter-gatherers
dispersed from South America and Mesoamerica into
the southernmost and westernmost islands of the archipelago, respectively.3 We know of their presence
primarily from stone implements, such as blades and
projectile points.
From the third to early first millennium BCE more
settlers arrived in the islands from the surrounding
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Map 1.2. Geographic regions of Antilles. Data from John Macpherson, Caribbean Lands (Essex, UK: Longman, 1963), 194–195;
Rand McNally News Atlas (Skokie, IL: Rand McNally, 1990), 56–57.
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mainland. For their advanced stonework, especially in
beads and axes; their yet poorly understood early successes with the cultivation of species (perhaps including maize, zamia, and avocados) that they may have
first introduced to the islands; their forest management; and their relatively rare pottery, we distinguish
these peoples from previous and later groups by the
ungainly and singular designation “Archaic.”4
Beginning sometime in the mid- to late first millennium BCE agriculturalists with an intensive ceramic
industry arrived to fully usher in the Caribbean Ceramic Florescence, or Ceramic Age.5 Probably of the
Arawakan-Maipuran language family, these late arrivals came to the archipelago from their heartland in
northern South America, departing from the Lower
Orinoco and the Guianas (Guyana, Suriname, and
French Guiana).6 They were not the last Amerindians to arrive in the islands. Several groups followed
in an almost steady stream of ethnic migrations into
the Caribbean. The last major injection of Ceramic

Florescence people occurred in the last centuries
before the Conquest. These migrants included the
Kalina/Karina people of the Carib language family
from the Guianas along with neighboring Arawakans
(the Shebaio and Yao) from that same area, latter-day
linguistic relatives of the pioneers of the Ceramic Florescence (maps 1.3 and 1.4).7
Each proverbial wave of Paleo-Indian, Archaic, and
Ceramic migration seems to have contained multiple
“ripples” in which separate, though sometimes related,
peoples arrived within the same general period.8 Moreover, it is unlikely that these waves broke in only one
direction. Once having arrived in the Antilles, settlers
likely dispersed to surrounding islands in a number
of phased or sudden, multidirectional trajectories.9 By
the fifteenth century the Caribbean islands had been
inhabited for some seven millennia or more and comprised multiple cultural zones of coexisting Archaic
(pre-Arawakan) and Ceramic Florescence peoples
living in various states of interaction, including the
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Map 1.3. Culture regions of Antilles at time of Conquest. Data from Irving Rouse, The Taínos: Rise and Decline of the People Who
Greeted Columbus (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1992), 8; Arie Boomert, Trinidad, Tobago and the Lower Orinoco Interaction Sphere: An Archaeological/Ethnohistorical Study (Alkmaar, Netherlands: Cairi, 2000), 1.
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regular intermarriage that characterized groups such
as the Island Caribs (maps 1.3 and 1.4).10 The Taíno,
today the most well known of these later cultures, was
partly descended from interactions between early Ceramic Florescence peoples and their Archaic neighbors.11 Indeed, the seminal early Ceramic Florescence
presents a rich, if incomplete, corpus of images, artifacts, and ideas—perhaps the earliest pre-Columbian
period on which we might hazard any opinion of Antillean art or an Antillean worldview.

earliest peoples of the antillean ceramic
florescence

For many islands in the Antilles the arrival of Arawakans with their full ceramic industry represented
the ascendance of a qualitatively different culture.12
Ceramics can indicate a level of sedentarism based
on predictable means of food production: agriculture.

Seafaring hunter-gatherers, who inhabited some of the
Caribbean islands, could not easily cover the large distances on sea or land to which they were accustomed
while carrying large numbers of heavy, breakable pots.
However, Archaic peoples in Trinidad and Puerto Rico
were at least partially sedentary, and those in Puerto
Rico seem to have had a pottery tradition.13
Thus, the arrival of Arawakan potters in these islands
(and perhaps others with known Archaic populations,
such as Antigua and Guadeloupe) represented an encounter between different modes of agricultural and
ceramic production and the cultural exchange and/
or resistance this might have engendered (i.e., if one
already has a tradition one can replace, modify, or
firmly maintain one’s own in response to encounter).
When Archaic and Arawakan people met in Puerto
Rico, the newly arrived Arawakans slowed their advance through the islands, seeming to reckon with
encounter. Whether the Arawakan expansion was
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Map 1.4. Northern South America and Caribbean showing outermost Arawakan linguistic groups at time of Spanish Conquest
(between fifteenth and sixteenth centuries). Data from Jonathan Hill and Fernando Santos-Granero, eds., Comparative Arawakan
Histories: Rethinking Language Family and Culture Area (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2006), 1–11, 67.
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checked by physical resistance (e.g., population density
or even warfare) from large Archaic populations, by a
general contentment with the region they had already
settled (and with possible settlement goals they had already set for themselves),14 or by an internal thinning of
their own population from having spread this broadly
(having reached the sustainable frontier of their own
population density despite the Arawakan tendency toward population expansion) remains uncertain.15
Archaic pottery traditions notwithstanding, a Ceramic Florescence commenced in the islands with
the arrival of Arawakans. These settlers produced the
finely made polychrome ceramics of the Caribbean
Saladoid period (ca. 500 BCE–650 CE). The Saladoid
ceramic series derives its name from the type site of

Saladero at the apex of the Orinoco delta (maps 1.5 and
1.6). Many of the earliest Saladoid pots to appear in the
Caribbean employed bold figure-ground reversals in
white and red slip-painted areas (figure 1.1).16 But over
time the Saladoid series of pottery diversified considerably in response to intraisland, interisland, and island-mainland cultural exchanges. This series and its
various regional and chronological styles and substyles
became the characteristic ceramics of the Eastern Caribbean and Puerto Rico by the early first millennium
CE. The Saladoid period encompassing these regional
and temporal variations in style marks the first of the
known artistic florescences in the Caribbean.
To appreciate the transformative effect the Caribbean migration had on Saladoid culture and conversely

